List of Current Periodical in the Richard Welsh Library at NSAD

October 2014

1. AA Files: annals of the Architectural Association of Architecture
2. L’arca international
3. ArcCA: the journal of the American Institute of Architects, California Council
4. Architect
5. AD: Architectural Design
6. Architectural Record
7. The Architectural Review
8. Architecture Boston
9. L’architecture d’aujourd’hui
10. Architecture Minnesota
11. ARQ
12. Arquie
13. Art in America
14. Casabella
15. Communication Arts
16. Computer Arts: Design Matters
17. Contract
18. Detail: review of architecture and construction details
19. Detail Green
20. Domus
21. Dwell
22. EVolo
23. Eye: the international review of graphic design
24. Fast Company
25. Form: Pioneering design
26. Harvard Design Magazine
27. (Inside): interior design review
28. Interior Design
29. Japan Architect
30. Journal of Architectural Education
31. Journal of the American Planning Association
32. Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians
33. A+U: Architecture and Urbanism (Kenchiku to toshi)
34. Landscape Architecture magazine
35. Landscape Journal
36. Living
37. Lotus International
38. Lurzer’s International archive
39. Mark: another architecture
40. Metropolis
41. The Plan
42. Planning
43. Praxis
44. RIBA Journal
45. Time and architecture (Shi dai jianzhu)
46. SNAP: Sweets News and Products
47. Topos: the international review of landscape architecture and urban design
48. Wired

Periodicals in the circulating collection

1. AV Monographs
2. El Croquis
3. Log
4. Perspecta